OE has launched Xplo-Gard, an innovative flameless vent for enhanced explosion protection. Learn more about Xplo-Gard.
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[image: ]Safety meets Performance
Meet OsecoElfab, a global manufacturer of customized rupture discs and explosion vents. Our pressure safety solutions include the innovative Oseco Safety Cartridge, LoKr and Pure-Gard. Our engineering and training services enhance safety, quality and productivity.


Learn More About OsecoElfab




[image: ]Xplo-Gard. No Compromise.
OE’s new flameless venting technology delivers ultimate safety and versatility. Get leading explosion protection with a model to fit every size and shape in your operations.


Learn More
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[image: ]Batteries and Energy Storage
OsecoElfab protects life and equipment in lithium-ion battery and Energy Storage Systems (ESS) with innovative pressure relief solutions, custom rupture disc and vent designs, and specialist engineering support.


Learn More About Our Rupture Disc And Explosion Vent Solutions
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[image: ]Rupture discs for switchgear
OsecoElfab specalizes in customized rupture disc designs for switchgear applications, including those using clean air. Support services include R&D, tailored engineering advice and options for flexible supply management.


Learn More About Our Rupture Disc Solutions











Protecting life with solutions for a safer, cleaner world.
Our products, services, and processes are centered around this purpose to protect life. Our solutions safeguard people, animals and the environment, and protect plants, assets and equipment.

Purpose, Values, Behaviors







[image: ]Dual-Gard: A battery safety innovation that combines pressure equalization and emergency venting into a single device
Dual-Gard is a new and unique design solution for the challenges of pressure relief in new energy storage technologies. The device integrates a membrane with a metal rupture disc or panel to enable breathing and venting from a single location.
	Guard against propagation
	Overcome space limitations
	Simpler, cleaner battery and BESS design

Find out how you can overcome battery safety challenges with Dual-Gard.

Learn MoreClose





How we serve you


From consultation and bespoke product manufacturing to ongoing support and training, OsecoElfab offers a comprehensive suite of services.


Explore our pressure safety services


Our high-integrity products minimize disruptions to processes and provide safer, cleaner solutions.


Explore our pressure relief solutions




Industries we serve
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We provide versatile, durable solutions to protect people, assets, and the environment from exposure to toxic chemicals during an overpressure event.
Chemical & Petrochemical
Refining




Featured Products
Oseco Safety Cartridge
LoKr
Forward Acting Scored Rupture Disc (FAS)
Opti-Gard
Flo-Tel Sensor
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We protect processes, equipment, and batch integrity with pressure relief solutions specifically designed to meet the stringent requirements of the pharmaceutical industry.

Biotech
Food & Beverage
Pharmaceutical & API




Featured Products
Pure-Gard
Opti-Gard SoLo
Milli-Gard
Opti-Gard Ferrule
Vent-Tel Sensor (Sanitary)
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For the unique environment of Gas Insulated Switchgears and lithium-ion battery storage, we create customized solutions to give you confidence and best-in-field performance.

Batteries and Energy Storage Systems (BESS)
Electricity Transmission & Distribution
Power Generation




Featured Products
Gas Insulated Switchgear Discs
Lithium-ion Battery Disc (PRO-LP)
Precision Low Pressure Reverse Buckling Disc (PLR)
Composite Disc (CO)
AMS Sensor
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Our cutting-edge OEM factory can produce both standard and bespoke designs for various industries including powder and bulk handling, industrial gases and cryogenics, transportation, science and medical, aerospace, and industrial equipment.

Aerospace & Defense
Hydrogen Safety
Industrial Equipment
Industrial Gases & Cryogenics
Medical & Science
Powder & Bulk Handling
Transportation




Featured Products
High Pressure Rupture Disc Assembly (HPSR)
Electron-Beam Welded Assembly (OE5)
Electron-Beam Welded Assembly (OE6)
Pressure Relief Device (PRD)
Pressure Activation Devices (PAD)
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OsecoElfab’s pressure solutions help upstream service companies and operators improve safety, reduce downtime, and cut operational costs. Safety, accuracy, and efficiency are of the utmost importance at OsecoElfab.

Midstream & FPSOs
Renewables
Upstream & Offshore




Featured Products
Oseco Safety Plug
Small All-Thread Tool Activation Disc
Large All-Thread Tool Activation Disc
Double-Disc Assembly
Safe-Gard
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Featured products



Dual-Gard
Battery safety innovation: Dual-Gard combines pressure equalization and full-bore pressure relief into a single device

Learn more

LoKr: Technically Advanced Rupture Disc
The reverse buckling LoKr rupture disc maximizes pressure relieving performance while providing superior reliability and extraordinary service life. 

Learn more

Pure-Gard
Pure-Gard is a welded innovation in sanitary pressure relief, designed for maximum cleanability and efficiency

Learn more

Xplo-Gard
Safe, accurate flameless venting, designed for ease of use and maximum efficiency

Learn more



The value OsecoElfab brings


Depend on us for expertise and field support, whenever, wherever you are.
Get support now
A team of pressure management experts who consult, identify solutions, and train.
Talk to OsecoElfab experts now
Comprehensive catalogue of innovative, value-adding products.
See our products







Latest news from OsecoElfab



Flo-Tel 2: Non-invasive burst detection

This video demonstrates how our innovative, magnetic burst sensor, Flo-Tel, works.
Read More

Explosion Protection: A Short Guide to Selecting the Correct Explosion Panel

This explosion protection blog post enables you to check which factors to consider selecting and sizing an explosion panel, find guidance from NFPA, and understand key definitions.
Read More

When is a process disk not a process disk?

How we customized the LoKr Rupture Disc for Unique Industrial Mixer Requirements
Read More
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North and South America: +1 (918) 258-5626 / (800) 395-3475 (toll free)
Europe, Middle East, Africa: +44 (0)191 293 1234
Asia: +65 6555 9130
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Introducing OE’s new flameless venting technology

Learn MoreClose
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